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By Laszlo Böszörmenyi, Jürg Gutknecht, Gustav Pomberger

ELSEVIER SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY, United States, 2001. Hardback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Niklaus Wirth is one of the great pioneers of computer technology and
winner of the ACM s A.M. Turing Award, the most prestigious award in computer science. he has
made substantial contributions to the development of programming languages, compiler
construction, programming methodology, and hardware design. While working at ERH Zurich, he
developed the languages Pascal and Modula-2. He also designed an early high performance
workstation, the Personal Computer Lilith, and most recently the language and operating system
Oberon. While Wirth has often been praised for his excellent work as a language designer and
engineer, he is also an outstanding educator-something for which he is not as well known. This
book brings together prominent computer scientists to describe Wirth s contributions to education.
With the exception of some of his colleagues such as Professors Dijkstra, Hoare, and Rechenberg, all
of the contributors to this book are students of Wirth. The essays provide a wide range of
contemporary views on modern programming practice and also illuminate the one persistent and
pervasive quality found in all his work: his unequivocal demand for simple solutions. The authors
and editors...
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Merely no phrases to spell out. I actually have read through and i am certain that i will gonna study once again again later on. You wont truly feel
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for about should you check with me).
-- Jaiden Konopelski-- Jaiden Konopelski

A very great ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It can be packed with wisdom and knowledge I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this
publication to learn.
-- Elena McLaughlin-- Elena McLaughlin
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